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FROM THE PRINCIPAL’S DESK

As practice makes one perfect, his advice lies the same 
for all who are preparing for tests of any sort, "Practice 
regularly and solve questions".

 

A gem himself, Anurag shows us how true dedication 
and hardwork can not only make one dream with open 
eyes, but ultimately, hit the bull's eye!

IN SPOTLIGHT:  A SHINING STAR
Anurag Saha, an aspiring 
medico- topped not only the 
school but the whole of West 
Bengal with an outstanding 
99.60%.



When asked the secret to his 
success, he humbly accredited 
the innumerable school mock 
tests that polished his lessons 
and helped him get 
accustomed to the new system.

Now that the school has finally resumed offline classes in full swing, what has the transition from online to offline 
been like?

The transition from online to in-person classes was smooth as children were looking forward to joining school after a 
hiatus of two years. Their enthusiasm to re-connect was encouraging, though the habit of staying at home took some 
time to fade away.  



How have online teaching methods influenced offline classes?

It was gratifying to know that the skills acquired during online classes came handy while conducting in-person classes 
more effectively. Students were more interactive during in-person classes than they were during online teaching. 

 

What are your comments on the performance of the students of std 10 and 12 in the board examination 
2022?How do you motivate and encourage the students?

The performance of class 10 and 12 students in the Board Exam 2022 is praiseworthy. They were the first batch to appear 
in Term-I and Term-II exam. My advice to the board examinees of 2023 is that there is no substitute to hard work. I want 
them to recall Thomas Edison’s saying: Genius is one percent inspiration and ninety nine percent perspiration.


Value of the month:  Save EnvironmentValue of the month:  Save Environment

SOCIAL AND INTERACT CLUB ACTVITIES

ANNUAL INTERACT MEET
DPS Ruby Park has 

bagged the First 
Prize in the category : 

Caring for Senior 
Citizens and Second 

Prize in the category : 
Adult Literacy.

VERTICAL 

GARDENING

MANOVIKAS 
KENDRA

Go green and 
go pretty!

A step 
towards 
Inclusive 
Education!
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OUR BOARD TOPPERS:  A LEGACY OF SUCCESS
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CLASS 10

CLASS 12

It’s all about the mind’s 
perspective!

WORKSHOP AT AMERICAN CENTRE

SCHOOL AcTIVITIES IN FOCUS:  WE’RE ALL WINNERS HERE!

BITM 

QUIZ

To know one’s heritage acts as the 
perfect give and take of pride and 
love.

02
Pragya

A spectacular war of wisdom that 
celebrates the beauty and 
importance of Hindi in day-to-day 
expressions.

STRIKER The spirit of teamwork makes a 
goal more fruitful than ever!

QUIZATHON
A test of wits that brought 
together the entire 

school!

MARKS % NO. OF STUDENTS

100-90 246

89-80    145

79-75     33

74-70      31

69-60      23

mARKS % NO. OF STUDENTS

100-90 330

89-80    331

79-75    117

74-70    67

69-60    65

NAME STREAM    %
1   DEDIPYA MUKHERJEE                                                                                COMMERCE 99.20%

2 SULAGNA GHOSH    SCIENCE     98.60%

3 NANDINI THIRANI    COMMERCE     98.60%

4   PRIYANJANA NANDI     HUMANITIES     98.60%

5 GARIMA GOEL     COMMERCE     98.40%

6 KHUSAL KOTHARI    COMMERCE 98.40%

NAME    %
  1 ANURAG SAHA                                                                          99.60%

 2 AHANA PAL     99.20%

 3 ILIKA BERA     99.00%

 4 AINDRILA ROY     98.80%

 5 SAGARIKA SINHA     98.80%

 6 SWASTIK KARMOKAR 98.80%
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ANIMAL HUNTANIMAL HUNTANIMAL HUNTANIMAL HUNT
ETH TMHISAELC

YCAJK-AAHH

HTE ELTTLI CESPRSCINSC

DORWEN

A AMSRHCTIA LCORA

HET LKSYSAKR ARW

An allegorical novel that symbolises self-development 
and the value of life. The name itself holds 
resemblance to an interesting, archaic concept of 
chemistry.

Teenage can be messy, and this book is all up to guide 
you through the life of a girl who fights her fears 
through a summer break, while transforming a 
weakness to her greatest strength! 

Resilience and the power of imagination are the traits 
of the little protagonist which make her win and rule 
the hearts of all!

A classic- this tale reflects on the warmth of kindness 
and love that can even change a cold soul!

Set in Cornwall, this tale is about a lyoung girl who 
sends letters to her cousin who joins the army and is 
soon sent to the frontline when a war breaks out. 

With a movie of the same name, this book shows us  
how there's more to one's personality than just their 
face!
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ANIMAL HUNT SOLUTION

UNSCRAMBLE A BOOKLIST FOR THE SOUL!

RANDOM Fun Facts!

A year on Venus is shorter than a day there.

 Sunsets on Mars are blue.

Tardigrades can live up to 30 years without food or water

 The word "bankrupt" comes from the Italian term for 
"broken bench."

Every dog has a unique nose print with no two alike.

An infinity sign is called a "lemniscate."

African elephants have their ears shaped like the continent they are named 
after, while for asian elephants, thier ears are shaped like india

Australia is wider than the moon.

The heart of a shrimp is located in its head.

Polar bear skin is black.

SCRAMBLE SOLUTIONThe alchemis
Jacky-hah
the little princes
wonde
a christmas caro
The Skylarks’ war
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The Latin Name for this Animal literally translates to, "One 
who walks quickly, a camel marked like a leopard"

This mammal has the longest gestation period of any land 
animal.

The Brooklyn accented character is one out of the iconic duo 
in Lion King who harped on the motto- "Hakuna Matata". 

This animal is the mascot of of a famous soft drink brand 
which is the first of it type to be consumed in outer space.

With its name resembling a law of fluid mechanics, the pet of 
a disney princess- this animal changes colour based on their 
mood. 

Popularised as an “OWCA agent”- this mammal was once 
consiedered a hoax- an assortment of animals sewn together!  
A manhunter infamous as the one of the scariest antagonists in 
Disney movies, ironically, in recent news- it is endangered!

Unlike most other birds, this creature that displays 
countershading is said to be better trained for “flying in water”

Unknown to most, this adorable creature has “pseudo thumbs”, 
which are actually enlarged wristbones for a better grip!
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THE CREW

Dr Jonaki Mukherjee

Abhishek Sarkar

Sumana Das 

Mentors:

Layal Singh                             12  I

Riddhima Dey                        11  Q

Siddhartha Banerjee            12 K

Soham Nag                             11  R

EDITORS:

pictures speak a million words

Arohi Gadre 10G

Anish Mohapatra 12S

 Aditi Uttam 11P

Md Amaan Khan 11Q

Shuvam Mitra 11J

 Shreyam Bej 12A

Siddhartha Banerjee 12K

Oishik Ray 11W

 Anubhav Sanyal 11U

Layal Singh 12I


